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Welcome to WASP modV2. A modification for the FPS 
Creator engine from the Games Creators. This mod can, if 

you like, be considered as a living entity in that it is 
planned for it to grow over time to encompass many of the 
features that I feel are missing from the original engine. 
Comments, criticisms and the inevitable bug reports are 

welcomed and can be  either posted on the games creators 
forum Here, or you can  Email me. Lastly, you can keep up 
with the latest developments, both on the forums and on 

the WASP mod V2 web site.

Firstly, to run WASP mod you will need at least FPS Creator V1.17 
installed. Unfortunately it isn't compatible with earlier versions. Once, 

you've ensured that you're using the correct version of FPSC, you'll need 
to install the WASP mod V2 features. Installation is fairly straight forward 

but you'll need to make sure that all the folders are in the right place if 
you want to use all of the features. 

Firstly back up your original FPSC-
Game.exe in your main FPS Creator 
folder by renaming it. You can call it 
anything you want providing you 
know what it is should you need it 
again. Once you've renamed that 
you can copy the FPSC-Game.exe 
from the WASP mod folder into your 
FPS Creator safely.

Secondly, you'll need to add the new 
databank folder to your files folder. 
Just copy the folder over. 

Next, copy the WASP mod entities 
folder into your entitybank. 

Almost done, next to move is the 
WASPv2 scripts folder, just copy 
this into your scriptbank folder.

Lastly, if you're planning on using 
the FPSC IP 4 support offered by 
WASP mod, you'll need a copy of 
the ElimImg.png placed in your 
databank folder. If this file is 
missing WASP will revert to the 
original multi-player death reports

Elimimg.png

That's it, all being well, you're 
now ready to start delving 
deeper into what WASP mod V2 
has to offer.

http://forum.thegamecreators.com/?m=forum_view&t=178118&b=21
mailto:Jimjamsgames@gmail.com?subject=WASPmodV2%20Report
http://www.jimjamsgames.yolasite.com/wasp-mod-v2.php


  

Features

One of the things you'll hopefully notice when using WASP mod is that 
your level will run faster than before. WASP mod offers a number of 
improvements and tweaks which improve performance. What sort of 
improvement you'll see really is dependant on how powerful your 
machine is. You'll notice greater improvements on lower spec machines. 
General reports indicate between 20%-80% speed increase across a 
range of machines. In addition to 'under the hood' improvements, a 
number of commands exist which enable the end user to improve things 
still further by gaining direct control over dynamic entity culling.

Speed increases and entity culling

Culling actions

Cullmode=X

X=0, if set to 0, will only allow standard FPSC culling.
X=1, activates WASP mod culling for all dynamic, mobile entities, 
this command also activates the additional culling action, enabling
full control over your games entities culling.

Cullstate=X

If you've chosen to use WASP mod culling, you can also control
additional parameters of the entities appearance

X=0, if set to 0, will only allow WASP mod to control the culling
of this entity. The engine will calculate the optimum range at 
which the entity should be culled. This is the default mode for
the mod.

X=1, deactivates WASP culling for this entity and defaults to
use the original FPSC method.



  

Cullstate=X - continued..

X=2. This mode forces the object to always be seen when 
on-screen, it can be thought of as a SHOWENTITY command 

X=3. This mode forces the object to always be hidden, even if it is 
on-screen, it can be thought of as a HIDEENTITY command

X=150-???. The last option for cullstate is possibly the most useful. 
When set to a value of 150 or greater this sets the distance at which
the entity will be culled. Remember a segment is always 100 square,
so a setting of Cullstate=500, would set the entity to fade in at a
distance of 5 segments.

A note for users, WASP culling only works currently works for dynamic,
isimmobile=0,  objects. For best performance improvements  while
still allowing for immobile objects it's advised to play with the physics
weight and friction of the entity. Very heavy objects with high friction 
behave more or less as immobile objects, offering the desired effect. 
Secondly, all objects are displayed when within 150 distance of the
player, unless hidden by Cullstate=3.

Adding a flashlight or torch.

WASP mod offers the ability to add a flashlight or torch to your 
level, so you can add some more atmosphere to your pitch 
black levels. WASP offers to options for adding flashlights, one
is just a simple light projected from the players position, or it 
can be connected to a weapon, enabling the creation of actual 
flashlights, or lights attached to guns. Weapons created in this 
way can still be set to fire, or be used as a melee weapon and 
still act as a torch.



  

Flashlighton, :turn on player flashlight from player cam
Flashlightoff :turn off player flashlight from player cam
Flashlightrange=x element of player flashlight from player cam
Flashlightred=x red element of player flashlight from player cam
Flashlightgreen=x green element of player flashlight from player cam
Flashlightblue=x blue element of player flashlight from player cam

Flashlight or torch continued.

The default light for the flashlight is white, the colours can be 
altered by adjusting the red, green and blue ranges. Each of these 
colours has a range between 0-255. 

Once on, the flashlight has a default range of 500, so 5 segments, 
again this can be adjusted by changing the flashlightrange=x. 
There is no limit to the range of a flashlight.

IsTorch=x 1=weapon has a flashlight attached
TorchKey=x scan code of key to toggle flashlight on/off
TorchRange=weapon flashlight range
TorchRed=Red Element of weapon flashlight
TorchGreen=Green Element of weapon flashlight
TorchBlue=Blue Element of weapon flashlight

Adding a flashlight or torch to a gun. 
The following commands are added to a weapons gunspec files.

These commands are comparative to the player flashlight 
commands, the only real addition is the gunspec TorchKey=x, 
where x is the scancode of the key used to toggle the flashlight 
on/off. By default the flashlight is off.

You'll find a sample script in the WASP scriptbank folder.

Battery=x :Sets battery for the torch/flashlight on/off
Batterydecay=x :Sets the speed the battery loses a point of power in seconds
Batteryinc=x, adds x to the current battery power
Setbattery=x sets battery power to x

Adding a battery to a flashlight or torch 
A flashlight may include a battery, if a batteries power runs below the flashlight 
maximum range the light will reduce accordingly.



  

Compasson = Turns on the compass
Compassoff= Turns off the compass
CompassX = Compass x coordinate on screen
CompassY = Compass y coordinate on screen
Compassspin = Sets the compass to spin rather than the needle
Needlespin = Sets the needle to spin rather than the compass.

Adding a compass

WASP mod offers the option of adding a compass to your 
games. We've supplied you with a compass image that you'll 
find in your databank folder. You can replace either the 
compass or the needle image with one of your own if it suits 
your game better. The only thing to remember is that the 
image must be called compass.png and needle.png and if 
you want it the background to be transparent, you'll need to 
make sure the transparency channel is set.

For the lazy, a compass script is supplied allowing you to 
jump straight in.

Using the radar

WASP mod uses a radar system based around the internal built 
in system, but adds a few additional features. The radar is 
currently work in progress and will be expanded soon to 
encompass a number of features. The radars facing is the same 
as the compass and the two systems can be used hand in hand. 
To activate the radar, you'll need to run the setupradar.fpi from 
the WASP mod script folder. Once set up, it's all ready to go with 
the radar visible by default. The radar uses the file and path 
specified in the setupradar.fpi to show characters, teams and/or 
objects depending on user preferences . A default radar blip 
called blip.png is supplied in your databank folder to get you 
started.



  

Using the Radar - continued

Radar=x where x=1 will turn the radar on, 2=Will turn the radar 
on, but showing Allies in green, Enemies in red and Naturals in 
blue. x=0 will turn the radar off. Remember the radar will need to 
be set up first.

Radarshowfacing=x, where if x=1 then the radar blip will be 
rotated to show it's direction of facing.

You'll find scripts for setting up the radar, and a couple of basic 
scripts for turning it on and off in the WASP scriptbank.

Setradarxy=x y. Where x= the x coordinate of the centre of the 
radar, and y=The y coordinate of the centre of the radar
Radarshowobjects=x=1 to show objects on the radar, 0=Turns 
the radar off. Objects are shown in yellow

Radarsdistgreater=x, where x is the number of segments away. 
Returns true if  the entity greater than x segments away

Radar conditions

Radarsdistequal=x, returns true if the entity is x segments 
away.

Adding an objects as an objective

Isobjective, the object is set as the objective. A pointer, using 
the same format as the radar and the compass will point in the 
direction of the objective. Entities and Characters can all be 
set as objectives.  This is NOT the same as the isobjective in 
an objects settings. 

setobjectivexy=x y. Where x= the x coordinate of the centre 
of the objective pointer, and y=The y coordinate of the centre 
of the objective pointer



  

Adding body armour

WASP mod adds the option of allowing the player access to 
body armour. Body armour protects the player from damage by 
absorbing it. Armour is depleted as it is damaged but can be 
replenished using a set of commands.

Armon = x   1=Turn on body armour, 0=No body armour, damage 
is deducted from armour before health.
SetArmx=x, X cord of the armour display
SetArmy=x, Y cord of the armour display
SetArm=x, Sets body armour value to X
ArmInc=X, add X to your current body armour
ArmDec=X, subtract X from your current armour.

As with many of the new actions, you'll find scripts which will 
help you with these commands in the scriptbank. In addition 
we've supplied you with an arnour pickup which demonstrates 
the use of the commands.

Controlling the movement keys

WASP mod allows the user to toggle the various control keys 
on and off and for defining player keys 'on the fly' this can be 
useful for controlling the players movement and adding special 
effects.

Yet again, you'll find sample scripts to help with your 
understanding of some these commands in the WASP 
scriptbank which should be easy enough to edit for your own 
requirements.



  

Controlling the movement keys - continued.
Arrowkeys=X - toggles use of the arrow keys for movement
Peekkey= X - toggles use of the the peek keys
Crouchkey= X - toggles use of the crouch key
Jumpkey= X - toggles use of the jump key
Walkkey=X - toggles use of the walk key for movement
Runkey=x - toggles use of the walk key for movement

Randomize = randomize the random seed from the timer.
Rnd X or Rnd variable name x = Produce a random number 
between 0 and x and add to either the current default 
local/global variable or to specified variable name.
Abs or Abs variable name = force current local/global or 
name variable to positive
Push = Empty or name$ : Pushes either the current used 
variable or the named variable onto a reverse polish notation 
stack for later retrieval.
Pop = Empty or name$ : Pops the top number from the stack 
and places it in current variable or named variable.

New Math actions.

WASP mod offers an increased range of math based 
actions which some users may find useful.

Setplrkey=x y – redefines the player key x to the 
scancode y for each action.

Original key and scancodeX ReferenceAction

W  (17)
S  (31)
A  (30)
D  (32)
Space (57)
C  (46)
Enter (28)
R  (19)
Q  (16)
E (18)
Lshift  (29)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Forward
Backward

Left
Right
Jump

Crouch
Enter

Reload
Peek Left

Peek Right
Run



  

Character mutation actions.
WASP mod provides the user with the ability to change the 
appearance of character models by rescaling various limbs or 
randomly mutating the character. Severe rescaling of legs isn't 
recommended as this can cause issues with the characters 
placement. For rescaling, each limb that can be altered has 
been allocated a number. 

Limb Number Limb Name 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Head
Right Upper arm
Right Forearm
Left Upper arm
Left Forearm
Right Leg
Left Leg
Spine 1
Spine 2
Spine 3
Neck
Right Clavicle
Left Clavicle

AddRawText = String, Adds the string to the current 
RawText file
AddRawVar= Empty or name$, adds either the current 
variable or the named variable to the RawText file.

New Text actions.

WASP mod also expands on the flexibility of the built 
in RAWTEXT actions.



  

enemywithin=x y - X is the team whose enemies you want to 
find, Y is the distance
enemyfurther=x y - X is the team whose enemies you want to 
find, Y is the distance
allywithin=x y - X is the team whose allies you want to find, Y 
is the distance
allywithin=x y - X is the team whose allies you want to find, Y 
is the distance
teammemberwithin=x y - X is the team you want to find, Y is 
the distance
teammemberfurther=x y - X is the team you want to find, Y is 
the distance
entitywithin=x y - X is the name of the entity, Y is the distance 
within
entityfurther=x y - X is the name of the entity, Y is the distance 
further
entityinzone=x y - X is the name of the entity, Y is 0 or 1, 0 is 
not in zone, 1 is in zone

Improved AI tracking.

WASP mod offers a range of additional conditions for tracking 
AI team members. Credit goes to ZeZa for supplying the core 
code for these commands.

Weapon Actions

Wasp offers an increased range of actions relating to weapon 
usage and appearance.

Scalelimb=x y scales the limb x by y%

Mutate x=This command randomly mutates the character 
within the scale of x% - Play with the values to get a feel for 
the scale of the mutations

Scaling actions - continued.



  

openweaponslot=x, forces all weapons picked up to go to slot 
X, replacing the one there if necessary.
closeweaponslot, restores weapon pick up to the normal FPSC 
-find a free slot system.

Player affecting actions and 
conditions.

Weapons actions - continued.

alwaysrun=x, X=1 the player will always run regardless of the 
keys press, if X=0, the normal system is used.
isrunning=x (condition) , Returns true of the running state of the 
player =X. 1=the player is running, 0=the player is not running.
setimmune=x, when set the player is immune from all damage!
Isimmune (condition) – returns true if the player is immune from 
damage.

Additional Conditions

Samefloorasplr - returns true if the entity is on the same floor 
as the player.

plrfloorequal=x - returns true if the player is on floor X

Entityfloorequal=x - returns true if the entity is on floor X

setplrspeedmod=x – sets a % modifier for the players speed. The 
default is 100% which is normal. 50% would move the player at half 
speed, 200% would double the players speed

crosshair=x, where 1 displays a crosshair if available and x=0 
disables them. The default is on

setplrjumpmod=x – sets a % modifier for the players jump height. 
The default is 100% which is normal. 50% would jump the player at 
half height, 200% would double the players jump. This allows for a 
finer level of jump control than the default Newplayerjumpheight



  

String variables

WASP mod  expands on the flexibility of FPSC by adding 100 new 
string variables., numbered 1-100.  In addition to the commands 
below,  strings variables can also be referenced by other 
commands by adding a # prefix – e.g. #1 would reference string 1

Setstring = X text, Sets string x to text

Addstring= x y. Adds string x to string y

Upper = X  convert string x to upper case

Lower = X convert string x to lower case

Datetostring = X  Sets string x to todays date

Timetostring= x y. Sets string x to the current time

Str = X Y sets string Y to the value of X or the variable X

Val = X Y. sets variable X to the value of string Y

Stringequal= X Y (condition) returns positive if string x 
and string y match.

Instr = X Y. (condition) returns positive if string x contains 
string y.

Lenequal= X Y (condition) returns positive if the length of 
string  x=y

Lengreater = X Y.(condition) returns positive if the length 
of string  x is greater than y



  

Additional  variable commands

WASP mod  aims to bring its new commands in line with the new 
variable system. Commonly used WASP features information may 
be passed to variables or commands via the $ prefix

$ARM uses the current value of the armour remaining

$OBJX returns the value of the current objects screen 
position x

$OBJY returns the value of the current objects screen 
position y

$BAT returns the value of the current battery strength

CONTROLLING AN Entities scripts

WASP mod allows greater control over an entities scripts by 
allowing live changing of it's main, destroy and shoots scripts. 

Note:You'll need to ensure that all used scripts are copied over to 
your build game folder for these features to work.

setmainscript = X where x equals the name of the fpi script

setdestroyscript = X where x equals the name of the fpi script

setshootscript = X where x equals the name of the fpi script



  

FPSC IP 4.0

At a users request and with all credit to knrxb for the code, I've 
added support for FPSC IP 4.0. This adds a number of new 
options but does require the FPSC IP 4.0 product. Read more
here

Multi-Player features

Lemur V2 – Multiplayer options

WASP mod v2 adds Lemur V2. Providing players with a wider 
range of multiplayer options, including taunts, deathmatch and 
team deathmatch. To use Lemur you'll need to add additional 
options to the FPSC setup.ini located in your final built game 
folder. To help you with the set up, we've provided some defaults, 
remember you can edit the taunts to suit your games.  Which can 
be found on the next page.

Special thanks to Plystire for the code for this feature.

http://forum.thegamecreators.com/?m=forum_view&t=172932&b=21


  

taunt1=I Can Smell You!
taunt2=Is That Fear I Smell?
taunt3=Victory Is Mine!!
taunt4=I Got You Sucka!
taunt5=Time you got ya arse in gear!
taunt6=You Play Worse Then My Grandma And She's On Oxygen!
taunt7=Eat Lead Sucka!
taunt8=What? No Bullets??
taunt9=The Object Of The Game Is To Kill, Not Die!
taunt10=Who Taught You How To Shoot?
taunt11=Your Resistance Is Futile!
taunt12=You Just Got Spanked!
taunt13=Uninstall Now Before Your Feelings Get Hurt!
taunt14=Listen To The Sound Of PAIN!
taunt15=Didn't Your Momma Teach You Not To Play With Guns?
taunt16=I AM Your Daddy's Hero!
taunt17=What? Lead Poisoning? HAH!
taunt18=Should I Play Blindfolded?
taunt19=That's DOCTOR Death To You Sir!
taunt20=What? You Lose Something? Maybe A Life?
taunt21=Sorry Babe, I Just Had To.
taunt22=Whoops!! My Bad!! HAHA NOT!
taunt23=You Are Probably The Worst Player I've Ever Beaten!!
taunt24=And You Call THAT Skill?
taunt25=Why Do You Keep Dying? Is It Me??
taunt26=What Do You Say You Give Up Now And Save Yourself The Embarassment!!!
taunt27=Daddy Likes!!!
taunt28=This Ain't No O.K. Corral, Put 'Em UP!!
taunt29=I Must Be Your Bus Driver, Because I Just Took You To School!
taunt30=Somebody Better Call The Meat Wagon!!!
autoswaptrue=1
messagetime=3000
serverhostname= wasp Beta 
allowscope=1
allowchat=1
alwaysrun=0
matchtype=0

Lemur V2 continued

It's easy to change your default setting too

autoswaptrue=X where X=1on and X =0 off (autochange gun)
allowsscope=X where X=1on and X =0 off 
allowchat=X where X=1on and X =0 off 
alwaysrun=X= 1(run,shift is walk) or X =0(walk,shift is run.)
Matchtype=X= 0 for a standard deathmatch or X=1 for Team death match.



  

Gravitygun=x Set's gun to act as a gravity gun with a range of X. In 
this mode, leftclick nudges objects, Rightclick picks objects up. 
Objects caught in the gravity beam can be thrown with a Leftclick or 
just dropped on the spot with Rightclick.

Additional gunspecs

How to make a multiplayer Game:

Death Match :

matchtype=0

Make your game as normal making sure all character's have different 
names. You may have a maximum of 16 characters for a deathmatch 
game.

Team death Match :

matchtype =1 

Make your game as normal, making sure to give each character in a 
team the same unique character name. e.g. You could call all the 
characters in  team 1 Bob, all the characters in team 2 Tina, all the 
characters in team 3 Ronald, etc.

You may have as many teams as you like, up to a maximum of 16 
characters in total.

 

Lemur V2 continued


